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Quantum correlation between fundamental
and second-harmonic fields via second-harmonic

generation
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We experimentally demonstrated the quantum anticorrelation between fundamental �1064 nm� and second-
harmonic �532 nm� fields in an external cavity-enhanced singly resonant periodically poled KTP (PPKTP) fre-
quency doubler. Fundamental amplitude squeezing of 0.5 dB and second-harmonic amplitude squeezing of
0.3 dB were generated simultaneously at a pump power of 6.1 mW. Meanwhile, quantum anticorrelation of
0.64 dB between the squeezed fundamental and the second-harmonic fields was observed. © 2007 Optical So-
ciety of America

OCIS codes: 190.4410, 270.6570.
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. INTRODUCTION
arametric processes with a second-order susceptibility
ave proved to be one of the most successful ways to gen-
rate nonclassical states of light. In particular, second-
armonic generation (SHG) is very attractive for its capa-
ility of generating nonclassical states with short
avelength regions that are not readily accessible by
arametric downconversion. It is well known that quadra-
ure squeezing of both the fundamental and second-
armonic (SH) fields occurs in SHG.1–3 The existence of
uantum correlation between the fundamental and the
H fields was also predicted in theory for a singly reso-
ant SHG.4 The quantum correlations indicate that the
queezing of either mode does not give a complete mea-
ure of the nonclassicality of the source, and it was shown
hat these correlations can be used to enhance the squeez-
ng in either beam by constructing a feedback loop.4 The
eneration of quantum correlation between optical fields
t vastly different frequencies would be very useful in the
eld of quantum information. For example, it can be used

n any situation where a nonclassical link is required be-
5
ween two systems at different optical frequencies. Such a

�
i

0740-3224/07/030660-4/$15.00 © 2
“two-color” source is also an ideal candidate for long-
istance quantum communication, because the wave-
ength of the fundamental and SH fields can be readily
hosen to be around 1560 nm (which lies in the low-loss
ransmission window of optical fibers) and 780 nm (which
s compatible with the absorption lines of alkaline atoms
nd can be used for storage and processing of quantum
nformation).6–9

In this paper, we present the first measurement (to our
nowledge) of quantum correlation between fundamental
nd SH fields with a vast wavelength difference of
32 nm. Our experimental results clearly verify the theo-
etical predictions4 and take a key step toward the gen-
ration of a two-color nonclassical state at vastly different
requencies.

. THEORY
. Squeezing and Quantum Correlation Spectra
or a singly resonant frequency doubler in which only the

undamental wave is resonantly enhanced, the output
3
mplitude fluctuations can be written as
�X1out��� =
��0 − �1 − 3����2 + i2����X1in��� + 2�2�0����2�X2in��� + 2��0�1�Xloss���

� + 3����2 − i2��
, �1�

�X2out��� =
�− � + ����2 + i2����X2in��� + 2�����2��2�0�X1in��� + �2�1�Xloss����

� + 3����2 − i2��
, �2�
here �X1out��� and �X2out��� are the fundamental and SH
elds’ output amplitude fluctuations, respectively;
X1in��� and �X2in��� are the fundamental and SH fields’
nput amplitude fluctuations entering the cavity through
007 Optical Society of America
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he coupling mirrors, respectively; �Xloss��� is vacuum am-
litude fluctuations, � is the two-photon damping rate; �
s the average amplitude of the fundamental beam inside
he cavity; �0, �1 are the input coupling and the intracav-
ty loss rate for the fundamental field, respectively; and �
s the frequency in hertz.

By using Eqs. (1) and (2), the noise spectra can be given
y

V1 = ��X1out���†�X1out���� = 1 −
4�0����2

��0 + �1 + 3����2�2 + �2���2 ,

�3�

V2 = ��X2out���†�X2out���� = 1 −
8�2���4

��0 + �1 + 3����2�2 + �2���2 .

�4�

To derive Eqs. (3) and (4), we use the usual assumption
�X1in���†�X1in����= ��X2in���†�X2in����= ��Xloss���†�Xloss����
1.
The normalized quantum correlation spectrum be-

ween the SH and the fundamental fields can be given by4

C =
���X1out��� + X2out����†��X1out��� + X2out�����

��X1out���†�X1out���� + ��X2out���†�X2out����

= 1 +
��X1out���†�X2out���� + ��X2out���†�X1out����

��X1out���†�X1out���� + ��X2out���†�X2out����
, �5�

here

��X1out���†�X2out���� = ��X2out���†�X1out����

= −
4����2�2�0����2

��0 + �1 + 3����2�2 + �2���2 .

�6�

. Detection of Quantum Correlation
he schematic arrangement for detection of quantum cor-
elation is shown in Fig. 1. The signals directly measured
y the two photodetectors are determined by the opera-
ors

n1� = g1a1�
†a1�, n2� = g2a2�

†a2� , �7�

ith

a1� = ��1a1 + �1 − �1cv, a2� = ��2a2 + �1 − �2dv, �8�

here a1, a2 are the fundamental and SH fields’ output
nnihilation operators, respectively, and a�, a� are the

ig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. FI, Fara-
ay isolator; PBS, polarizing beam splitter; FR, Faraday rotator;
WP, half-wave plate; DBS, dichroic beam splitter; D1, D2,
hotodetectors.
1 2
orresponding annihilation operators reaching the two
etectors; �1 and �2 are the detection efficiencies; g1 and
2 are electronic gain factors; and cv and dv are vacuum
ode operators.
The amplitude quadrature operators are defined by

X1� = a1� + a1�
†, X2� = a2� + a2�

†, X1 = a1 + a1
†,

X2 = a2 + a2
†, Xc = cv + cv

†, Xd = dv + dv
†. �9�

Using Eqs. (7)–(9), we can get the equations for fluctua-
ions in the frequency domain,

�n1���� = g1�I1�X1���� = g1�I1���1�X1��� + �1 − �1�Xc����,

�10�

�n2���� = g2�I2�X2���� = g2�I2���2�X2��� + �1 − �2�Xd����,

�11�

here I1= �X1��2 /4, I2= �X2��2 /4 are measured intensities of
he fundamental and SH fields, respectively. The normal-
zed spectrum of fluctuations measured by the spectrum
nalyzer is given by

���n1���� + n2�����†��n1���� + n2������

��n1����†�n1����� + ��n2����†�n2�����
= 1

+
g1g2��1�2I1I2���X1���†�X2���� + ��X2���†�X1�����

��n1����†�n1����� + ��n2����†�n2�����
,

�12�

ith

��n1����†�n1����� + ��n2����†�n2�����

= g1
2�1I1��X1���†�X1���� + g1

2�1 − �1�I1

+ g2
2�2I2��X2���†�X2���� + g2

2�1 − �2�I2. �13�

To see clearly how Eq. (5) is connected with Eq. (12), we
ssume �1=�2=1 and set g1

2I1=g2
2I2. The right-hand side

f the Eq. (12) can then be simplified to

1 +
��X1���†�X2���� + ��X2���†�X1����

��X1���†�X1���� + ��X2���†�X2����
, �14�

hich is consistent with Eq. (5).
The equations given above will be used to determine all

he theoretical values of the following experimental data.

. EXPERIMENT
he experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1. A homemade
ll-solid-state single-frequency Nd:YVO4 laser delivers
00 mW of infrared power at 1064 nm. A narrow line-
idth empty cavity (mode cleaner) was used to filter spa-

ially and temporally the 1064 nm laser. After the mode
leaner, the intensity noise of the laser reaches the quan-
um noise limit (QNL) at 5 MHz, and the ellipticity of the
aussian beam profile is reduced to less than 1%. The
HG cavity was formed by two cavity mirrors with 20 mm
adii of curvature, which are separated by 40 mm. The
eam waist of the fundamental is about 46 �m inside the
avity. The input coupler was coated for partial transmis-
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ion of 2% at 1064 nm and high reflectivity at 532 nm.
he output coupler was coated for high reflectivity at
064 nm and high transmission at 532 nm. A periodically
oled KTP (PPKTP) crystal was chosen as the nonlinear
rystal for its relatively high nonlinear coefficient and
oom temperature operation. The PPKTP crystal was po-
itioned at the center of the cavity, and its dimension is
mm�2 mm�10 mm �thickness�width� length�. Both

nd faces of the PPKTP crystal were antireflection coated
t 1064 and 532 nm. The intracavity loss was determined
o be 1% by measuring the finesse of the cavity.

Before measuring the quantum correlation between
undamental and SH fields, we first investigated the am-
litude noise of the fundamental and SH fields individu-
lly. The green light was separated from the infrared by
sing a dichroic beam splitter, and its amplitude noise
as directly measured by a photodetector (FND-100Q). At
pump power of 6.1 mW, 3.2 mW green light was gener-

ted; Fig. 2 shows the amplitude noise of the green light
nd the corresponding QNL (calibrated by a thermal
hite-light source). Noise reduction of 0.3 dB is observed

or the green light. (Considering the detection efficiency of
0%, the real squeezing is 0.5 dB.) The reflected pump
eam with power of 0.62 mW, after the interaction with
he SHG cavity, is reflected by a polarizing beam splitter
fter double passage through the Faraday rotator. A pho-
odetector based on an ETX-300 photondiode was used to

ig. 2. Green-light amplitude-squeezed spectrum at a pump
ower of 6.1 mW. Curve a is the QNL, and curve b is the green-
ight amplitude noise. The resolution bandwidth and the video
andwidth are 30 kHz and 100 Hz, respectively.

ig. 3. Fundamental-light amplitude-squeezed spectrum at a
ump power of 6.1 mW. Curve a is the QNL, and curve b is the
undamental-light amplitude noise. The parameters of the spec-
rum analyzer are the same as in Fig. 2.
irectly detect the amplitude noise of the fundamental
eld (its noise spectrum is shown in Fig. 3; the QNL was
lso calibrated by a thermal white-light source), and
queezing of 0.5 dB can be observed. (Considering the de-
ection efficiency of 79%, the real squeezing is 0.64 dB.)
he measured results in Figs. 2 and 3 indicated that both
eams are amplitude squeezed.
To measure the quantum correlation between the fun-

amental and the SH fields, the photodetectors of the SH
nd fundamental fields were well balanced with a ther-
al white-light source that provided a dc photocurrent

qual to that given by the corresponding squeezed light.
he measured quantum correlation result is shown in
ig. 4, where curve a is the sum of the individual ampli-

ude quadrature noise power of the SH and fundamental
elds corresponding to the case of no quantum correla-
ion; curve b is the noise power of the amplitude quadra-
ure sum of the SH and fundamental fields. It can be seen
hat curve b is 0.6 dB below curve a, which clearly verifies
hat the amplitude quadrature of the SH and fundamen-
al fields are quantum anticorrelated.

By using our experimental parameters in the above
quations (�=0.029 s−1, �0=3.1�107 s−1, �1=1.57
107 s−1, �=6.2 MHz, and ���2=5.3�108), we can get (the

etection efficiencies have been considered) V1,Theo
0.7 dB, V2,Theo=0.5 dB, and CTheo=0.7 dB. These theo-
etical values agree well with our experimental results:
1,Expe=0.5 dB, V2,Expe=0.3 dB, and CExpe=0.6 dB.
In conclusion, amplitude quadrature squeezing of both

he fundamental and SH fields was generated with de-
rees of squeezing of 0.5 and 0.3 dB, respectively, in an
xternal cavity-enhanced singly resonant PPKTP fre-
uency doubler. At the same time, the quantum anticor-
elation of 0.6 dB between these squeezed fundamental
nd SH fields was also observed experimentally.
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ig. 4. Observation of quantum anticorrelation between funda-
ental and SH fields. Curve a is the sum of individual amplitude

uadrature noise power of the SH and fundamental fields. Curve
is the noise power of the amplitude quadrature sum of SH field

nd fundamental fields. The parameters of the spectrum ana-
yzer are the same as in Fig. 2.
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